Abstract-In this paper, we propose Augmented Reality Semiautomatic labeling (ARS), a semi-automatic method which leverages on moving a 2D camera by means of a robot, proving precise camera tracking, and an augmented reality pen to define initial object bounding box, to create large labeled datasets with minimal human intervention. By removing the burden of generating annotated data from humans, we make the Deep Learning technique applied to computer vision, that typically requires very large datasets, truly automated and reliable. With the ARS pipeline we created effortlessly two novel datasets, one on electromechanical components (industrial scenario) and one on fruits (daily-living scenario), and trained robustly two state-ofthe-art object detectors, based on convolutional neural networks, such as YOLO and SSD. With respect to conventional manual annotation of 1000 frames that takes us slightly more than 10 hours, the proposed approach based on ARS allows to annotate 9 sequences of about 35000 frames in less than one hour, with a gain factor of about 450. Moreover, both the precision and recall of object detection is increased by about 15% with respect to manual labelling. All our software is available as a ROS package in a public repository alongside with the novel annotated datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many applications in modern robotics require a rich perception of the environment. The automatic detection of known objects, for instance, may help in scenarios like quality control, automated assembly, pick-and-place, bin-picking and so on. The specific task of object detection, as many others in computer vision, has witnessed dramatic advances in recent years due to the introduction of deep learning methods capable of recognizing many different object categories in real time [26] , [11] , [16] . Yet, these state-of-the-art methods mandate training on large datasets of images annotated with bounding boxes surrounding the objects of interest. The process of manually annotating the training images is time-consuming, tedious and prone to errors that may often lead to flimsy datasets or noisy annotations, especially when these are performed by nonprofessional users. Although a number of high-quality, large, multi-category training datasets are publicly available [17] , [27] , [3] , they usually concern general classes (such e.g. person, car, cat, etc.) that may not suit the needs of a specific -industrial -task. In particular, robotic applications typically require detection of a relatively small set of specific object instances in cluttered and heavily occluded scenes captured from many different viewpoints, and with the sought objects possibly changing frequently overtime. In these settings, the richness and fickleness of the training dataset play a fundamental role to any deep learning solution. Indeed, handling a new object may easily require thousands of annotated images, which translates into tons of man-hours.
As at such large scale manual annotation turns out impractical and often inaccurate, we propose a user-friendly approach that allows to gather effortlessly and almost automatically huge datasets of annotated images in order to train state-ofthe-art 2D Object Detectors based on deep learning like [26] , [11] , [16] , or even 3D Pose Estimators like [14] , [35] , [25] . We start by acquiring a sequence of 2D images alongside with the camera pose in each frame. Based on this input information, our method deploys Augmented Reality techniques to enable the user to create easily the manual annotations for the first frame (or few ones) and then can deliver automatically accurate annotations for all the other frames of the sequence without any further human intervention. Hence, we dub our proposal ARS: Augmented Reality Semiautomatic-labeling. It is worth pointing out that the camera poses required by our method may be obtained in different manners, such as, e.g., by a monocular SLAM algorithm like [23] , [7] or a motion capture system. Yet, as in this paper we mainly address robotic applications, we propose leveraging on a camera directly mounted on a robotic arm in an eye-on-hand configuration in order to gather tracked image sequences with high tracking accuracy, as also shown, e.g. , in [36] , [5] , [20] . We expect such an approach to become increasingly more practical and affordable with the advent of lightweight, but precise, collaborative robots, allowing the dataset creation directly on the application scenario, reducing in this way the gap, with The system pipeline: 1) Draw virtual boxes around target objects; 2) Perform a scan acquiring camera poses (e.g. by a robot); 3) Refine virtual boxes; 4) Generate a training dataset. Therefore, with this approach it is possible to generate seamlessly an arbitrary number of self-labeled images without any human intervention. The right-most graph compares the time for manual labeling τmanual (experimentally ∼100 images/hour) to that required by the proposed approach τauto. The setup time τS is shared between the two modalities, τL, instead, is the time required to label with the Augmented Reality Pen.
regard to data distribution, between training and real conditions. We rely only on a plain 2D camera, which is cheap and does not set forth any restriction as long as objects are visible whereas a Stereo or RGB-D camera would have hindered flexibility, e.g. due to constraints on the minimum object-camera distance (and thus object size) or the inability to sense poorly textured or black surfaces. We developed a publicly available ROS package 1 implementing all the tools described in this paper, which can be used to realize the ARS labelling pipeline starting from a video sequence with associated camera poses. Furthermore, we distribute all the datasets used throughout the experiments (see section IV), which enables reproducibility of the experimental results.
II. RELATED WORK
A popular approach to speed-up creation of training datasets consists in the use of synthetic images rendered [18] , [29] , [21] , [4] or even grabbed from realistic videogames [28] , [13] . These techniques can deliver countless perfectly annotated images with human effort/time spent only to build synthetic scenes. However, obtaining a large dataset of photo realistic images usually comes at a cost as it may require hours of highly specialized human work to construct suitable synthetic environments plus many hours of computation on high-performance graphical hardware for rendering. In some practical settings, useful synthetic objects may be available beforehand in the form of CAD models although, indeed quite often, the textures may either be missing or look quite diverse with respect to the appearance of the actual objects.
Moreover, it is well known [21] , [4] that training deep neural network by synthetic images does not yield satisfactory performance upon testing on real data due to the inherent difference between the ideal and real images, an issue often referred to as domain gap and calling for specific domain adaptation techniques, such as, e.g., fine-tuning the network by -fewer -manually annotated real images. Recent works [30] , [37] , [32] , [2] focus on developing ad-hoc adaptation techniques to close the performance gap between training and test distribution. Unfortunately the performance achievable are still quite far from those obtainable training on real data or fine tuning on few annotated samples. Alternatively, to ameliorate the domain shift, [9] proposes an hybrid approach whereby an object detection system is trained on rendered views of synthetic 3D objects superimposed on real images; however, the blend between synthetic and real is far from perfect such that an additional fine-tuning on a real dataset is still needed. Differently, in this paper we propose a methodology to ease and speed-up the acquisition of large labeled datasets of real images which may be acquired directly in the deployment scenario, thereby avoiding any gap between the training and test domains.
Several approaches tailored to dataset creation have been proposed within the robotic research community: [15] proposes a system suitable for 3D face annotation, [36] proposes a semi-automatic technique to acquire a training dataset for object segmentation and [20] extends the idea to support object detection by leveraging on physical simulation to create realistic object arrangements. All this proposals require depth information from the sensor, and for the last two, realistic 3D models (e.g. textured CAD models). A similar solution is proposed in [24] and [33] where an environment is reconstructed by means of an RGB-D sensor and the labeling procedure is performed on the resulting 3D model. Conversely, our approach does not need any clue about he 3D shape of the object nor does it require depth information at training or test time. Moreover, our approach is the first technique usable with very small objects (as shown in [6] ).
III. METHOD DESCRIPTION
Given a set of images, each equipped with the 6-DoF pose of the camera, and knowing the pose of the observed objects w.r.t. each vantage point, it is possible to project in each image some simplified representation of these items through augmented reality in order to generate automatically annotations (e.g. 2D bounding boxes, class labels, etc.) useful to train machine learning models. Subsection III-B describes formally the input data required by our proposed ARS labeling pipeline, which, as depicted in Figure 1 , can be summarized in the following main steps: 0) Scene Setup (i.e. Arrange the objects randomly); 1) Outline virtual boxes around the target objects; 2) Scan the environment by a tracked camera; 3) Refine virtual boxes by visual analysis of the scan; 4) Generate automatically a training dataset. ARS can be used to generate a dataset starting from scratch (i.e. following all the steps 0,1,2,3,4) or by exploiting archived material (i.e. following only steps 3 and 4, assuming the availability of an off-line camera tracker algorithm, like [23] , to be applied to a recorded video sequence). The reminder of this section will describe in detail all the important steps of the labeling pipeline: Subsection III-B deals with the input data, Subsection III-C presents a way to define virtual boxes by an Augmented Reality Pen directly interacting with the physical environment, Subsection III-D addresses refining (or create a posteriori) virtual boxes around the objects and, finally, Subsection III-E describes the procedure used to generate annotated images. In Subsection III-A, we introduce the notation adopted throughout the rest of the paper.
A. Notation
We denote as A T B ∈ R 4×4 a 3D reference frame (briefly RF) B expressed in the base A. So 0 T cam represents the RF linked to the camera in the zero reference frame (i.e. the world RF). 
B. The input data
The input data to our labelling pipeline consist of two separate sets F and I:
F represent the acquired images (frames) F i = { 0 C i , m i } with 0 C i being the camera matrix for image m i . Each 0 C i can be expressed as the multiplication of the intrinsics matrixÂ ∈ R 4×4 encoding camera specific parameters and the extrinsics matrix:
encoding camera orientation (R cami ∈ R 3×3 ) and position (t cami ∈ R 3 ) with respect to the world frame.
F can be obtained using any method to track the camera movement, for example: a motion capture system, a SLAM based method like [23] or a camera mounted on a robotic arm in an eye-on-hand configuration. The I set, instead, corresponds to a collection of k object instances present in the scenes. Each instance can be thought of as a 3D Virtual box, as shown in Figure 2 (b-c), and can be expressed as a tuple V j = { 0 T j , s j , c j } with 0 T j the 6-DoF pose of the instance in the world reference frame, s j ∈ R 3 the box dimensions and c j ∈ Z + its class. In the following we will cover different methodologies to collect a suitable I set.
C. Online Labeling by the Augmented Reality Pen
To create I quickly and effortlessly, we developed the 3D printed artifact pictured in Figure 2 , which resembles a pen covered with Augmented Reality Markers (in short: Markers [22] ); we will refer to this device as to the ARP (Augmented Reality Pen). This tool can be used for labeling online object instances by interacting directly with the environment. Each Marker on the ARP has a known pose tip T mki w.r.t. the tip of the pen (the placement is CAD-driven). Using the OpenCV Marker Detector 2 and the calibrated camera parameters we can estimate the pose of each of the markers, and consequently of the tip, w.r.t. the camera cam T mki , then :
. To achieve proper vertices estimation, the ARP is tracked exploiting multiple markers simultaneously, each of which contributes to refine the estimated tip position: by averaging those given by all the visible markers we can obtain a more accurate estimation of the real position. Accuracy therefore depends very much on the type of marker used, and has therefore not been dealt over in detail in this paper. As an indication, using this type of squared marker results in an error on the pose estimation proportional to the angle of inclination of the marker itself. A more detailed explanation of this approach, along with an accuracy analysis, is described in [12] and [34] . In particular, in [34] a dodecahedron (instead of our parallelepiped-shaped pen) is used to reduce the angle of view of visible markers, thus reducing the estimation error. As shown in Figure 2 (b), as the ARP can be tracked while being used to -virtually -draw a box around an object, those 3D points can then be used to construct the corresponding tuple
Our approach requires only four specific points p 0 , p 1 , p 2 , p 3 placed as shown in Figure 2 (b). Then, from those spatial positions we can obtain the corresponding components of V j as:
The class c j should instead be specified by the user. The Equation 3 specifies the RF of the virtual object cam T j referred to the camera RF; however, it can be easily transformed into the world RF by knowledge of the current camera pose
By exploiting the ARP, a tight 3D bounding box can be easily created around box-like objects, such as in the case of electromechanical components, see Figure 2 (b). However, this method will not work properly in case of arbitrarily shaped objects, such as the fruits depicted in Figure 2 pair of frames picturing the same object from different vantage points has been developed, as reported in the following.
D. Offline Labeling
In case of object with non-boxed shape, an offline procedure has been developed to increase the annotation accuracy with respect to what can be achieved by the ARP method previously described. The Fruits Dataset has been built by exploiting this off-line approach with good results, as shown in Figure 3 . The offline procedure is based on a graphic interface through which the user can manually draw suitable masks around at least two different views of the object directly on the image frame. The complete procedure is detailed in the following.
As shown in Figure 3 , upon acquisition of F and I it is quite straightforward to display frames from F with superimposed a 2D re-projection of the object instances defined in I: each virtual object V j can be represented as a list of 3D points corresponding, in this specific case, to the eight vertices of the box. By arranging the vertices as columns of the matrix 0 P Vj ∈ R 4×8 (4 rows are a result of the homogeneous coordinates conversion) and converting them in the i th camera RF,
cam P Vj = cami T 0 · 0 P Vj , we can simply perform a 3D-to-2D re projection through:
where H Vj is the set of corresponding 2D points and λ the scale factor. This procedure is quite general and can be applied to any set of points (e.g. instead of virtual boxes we could have used virtual squares made by only 4 points if we are dealing with planar objects or arbitrary complex polygons for arbitrary shaped objects). Figure 3 shows many examples of reprojected virtual boxes H Vj each one being the 2D re projection of the virtual box V j . However, as shown in Figure 3(top-right) , the H Vj produced with the ARP tool can sometimes not be highly accurate due to several nuisances (e.g. the user hand-shake); therefore, we included in our software GUI a graphical tool that shows in augmented reality both the object and its bounding box from multiple points of view, as if the user was immersed in a 3D environment (see the third frame of Figure 1 ), by offering a browsable Mixed Reality scene [19] . This tool allows also to manually edit the bounding boxes, in order to correct the position, orientation and size of the virtual objects. Moreover, through the same GUI also a novel technique can be exploited to annotate the fruit dataset, in order to estimate the position of an object by analyzing two tracked frames (i.e. two rgb images of which I know the exact camera pose) without any initial guess. The aforementioned method consists simply in estimating a 3D virtual box (or a more complex 3D shape) by manually drawing its 2D reprojection on at least two frames, as depicted in Figure 4 . Considering a pair of frames F 1 , F 2 we can draw two 2D masks k 1 , k 2 around the appointed object (the red apple in this case); knowing the two camera matrices 0 C 1 , 0 C 2 we can compute two view frustums which shall intersect -likelyin the center of mass of the real object producing what is generally called Visual Hull (VH) [1] . The pose of the new V j (i.e. 0 T j ) for the translational part can be computed easily using the center of mass of the VH, while for the rotational part we can choose the canonical identity matrix I ∈ R 3×3 as a starting point. Finally, to complete the new V j , we use the minimum bounding box algorithm, over the produced VH, to compute its dimensions s j . It is important to note that a VH tends to be equal to the real 3D shape of the target object with the increase of the input frames labeled with the abovementioned technique, however the coarse V j created by this pipeline can be always manually refined using the already described interactive procedure.
E. Genaration of the Training Data
The final step of the ARS labeling pipeline, once both F, I have been acquired and refined, is the creation of a training dataset suitable for modern machine learning models. In this work, as stated in the introduction, we mainly address the object detection task, which we will consider as an explanatory use case to show how to generate a training set. Our goal is to create a dataset consisting of images annotated with labeled 2D bounding boxes, b j , surrounding each of the visible target objects. This information can be attained straightforwardly by simply reprojecting in each frame of F the 3D virtual objects in I, i.e. H Vj , and then computing a function to produce a squared bounding box b j from it. A graphical representation of the process is depicted in Figure 3 (bottom-right) , where it is clear that b j = τ (H Vj ) is obtained through function τ (·) (i.e. the minimum 2D bounding box), which indeed may be replaced by any custom function to obtain different kinds of labeled data (e.g. the convex hull).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To validate the ARS pipeline we performed three sets of tests on two novel datasets that we are going to introduce in Subsection IV-A. In Subsection IV-B, we compare our automatic labeling procedure against a manual one. In Subsection IV-C, we show how our datasets can be used to train CNN based object detectors. In Subsection IV-D, we will compare monocular SLAM versus the use of a Robot for tracking the camera pose. Finally, in Subsection IV-E we introduce a new and interesting way of analyzing datasets, made possible only by our labeling approach. Some qualitative results are shown in Figure 9 as in the supplementary material, which also features a live demo of the ARS labeling procedure from scratch.
A. Datasets and evaluation metrics
To validate our proposal we choose as test beds two different detection tasks: one concerning recognition of 7 types of electromechanical components (Industrial), the other with 5 classes of fruits (Fruits); some samples from the two datasets are depicted in Figure 9 . The first task concerns instance detection, as the items display low intra and inter class variability: the same components are seen across all the images from different vantage points, with different components looking remarkably similar. This kind of instance detection is used in the WIRES project (described in [10] ) to implement a quality control and automated assembly systems for switchgear. The second task, instead, concerns object detection, as items show high intra and inter class variability: each fruit is quite different from the others, yet also fruits belonging to the same class can show quite different appearances, e.g. in our acquisition we have two kinds of apples and pears showing different peel colors. The produced fruits object detector can be used for a simple pick&place manipulation application. The first dataset is composed of 9 acquisition (∼ 36000 frames), the second by 8 shorter ones (∼ 7500 frames).
Both datasets were built by means of a camera mounted on an industrial manipulator, a COMAU Smart Six, with a position repeatability lesser than 0.05mm. Using the industrial manipulator to move the camera we achieved a nearly perfect camera tracking, by computing the 6-DoF sensor pose through the robot kinematics, as to establish an upper bound for the labeling performance of ARS. We will show in Subsection IV-D how for less constrained applications, such us mobile robotics or home service robots, ARS could rely on a classical monocular SLAM pipeline for tracking the camera (although sacrificing some accuracy).
We chose one sequence from Industrial dataset and two from the Fruits dataset, manually annotating them, to be used as test sets for the trained object detectors, we will refer to them as Industrial Test and Fruits Test, respectively. The other sequences are randomly rearranged to create sets with increasing number of samples, each splitted in 80% train and 20% validation. We will refer to each one of such set as: dataset name _ number of samples , e.g. Industrial 1000 identifies 1000 sample from the training sequences of Industrial that will be split into 800 training samples and 200 for validation. All datasets have been automatically annotated with ARS and for further tests we enriched Industrial 1000 with manual annotation as well. We will use a " M" suffix for a manually annotated dataset (e.g. Industrial 1000 M) and " A" suffix for annotation using ARS (e.g. Industrial 1000 A). Figure 1 shows a graphic comparison of the different efforts in human work hours needed to manually annotate a dataset (growing linearly with the number of required images) vs using ARS (constant once sequences are acquired and virtual boxes are created). For reference, factoring out the common acquisition time, the manual annotation of 1000 frames took us slightly more than 10 hours, while using ARS we were able to annotate all the 9 sequence of the Industrial dataset in less than an hour (∼ 35000 frames), with a gain of factor ∼ 450.
To measure the detector performance we will use the standard object recognition metrics defined for the PASCAL VOC challenge [8] . Given a prediction b , by thresholding the minimum confidence allowed we can tune the behaviour of the system. We represent the global performance with different confidence threshold using Precision/Recall curves and, concisely, with the mean average precision(mAP ), defined as the approximation of the area under the precision recall curve.
B. Annotation Study
In this section we want to test if the annotation obtained by ARS resemble what a human annotator would do. To verify this, we have compared the two sets of annotations, manual and auto-generated, by considering the first as the output of an ideal detector, while the second as ground truth annotations. Using IOU th = 0.3 we obtain the following performance: Precision = 98.49%, Recall = 95.02% and avgIOU = 0.7, i.e. comparing manual to automatic annotation the first set has fewer annotations (5% less Recall) and there exist some class misalignment (1.5% less Precision). To gain more insights on those differences, we visually examined the boxes obtained from the two sets of annotations and found out that the missing 1.5% Precision can be mostly explained by class mistakes made by the human annotator during the labelling process, while ARS cannot assign any wrong label by construction. The 5% missing recall is instead due to situations like that depicted in Figure 5(a-b) , where the visible portion of an object (the bottom object Cls 1) is too small to allow the human annotator to recognize it. Finally, the relatively low avgIOU highlights a key difference between ARS and a human annotator, the former always produces a box large enough to enclose the whole object as side effect of the re-projection of the virtual 3D box, while the latter usually encloses only the visible portion of the object (See the Figure 3 (top-right) image where a virtual box is drawn also where the object is occluded). As a result, the manual and auto annotations does not always have matching shapes, especially in cluttered environment, as it can be observed in Figure 5 (a-b) . Nevertheless, as we will prove in the following paragraphs, the dataset labelled with ARS can effectively be used to train and validate any machine learning based object detector obtaining performance comparable with a manually annotated dataset of the same size, while also enabling an effortless training with many more images so as to create quite very robust object detectors.
C. Object Detector Test
Once assessed that annotations obtained by ARS are comparable with manual ones, we test how effective is an object detector system trained on them. We choose as detectors YOLO [26] and SSD [11] , using for both the original author's implementation and public pre-trained networks as initial weights. The first tests concern the Industrial dataset where we defined a test bench of 126 images randomly picked from Industrial Test plus 20 external smartphone pictures, all carefully manually annotated. We will call Industrial Test+ this dataset. Thanks to the fast labelling obtained by ARS we were able to actually measure the performance boost related to the training set size using four different sets with increasing number of images, respectively Industrial 1000, 3000, 5000 and 15000. The samples for Industrial 1000 have both automatic and manual annotations, as to test if and how much the final detection performances change according to the label used. Given the five different training sets, we trained both detectors on them for 100000 steps with batch_size=24 using the default hyperparameters recommended by the authors. The results are ten slightly different detectors that we tested on Industrial Test+, we reported in Figure 6 the obtained precision/recall curves and in Table I the mAP and avgIOU. As expected, for both detectors the performance increases proportionally to the size of the training set used, e.g. +0.23 mAP gain between SSD trained on 1000 images and the best performing one trained on 15000; vouching the need for a method to ease and speed up the creation of huge training dataset. Inspecting the avgIOU obtained by the detectors we can see how the best performing methods are, unsurprisingly, the two trained on the manually annotated Industrial 1000 M. It is due to the fact the the testing images are manually annotated, so a manual label is better suited for an IOU score.
We repeated similar experiments on the Fruits dataset: we annotated all the eight sequences using ARS, then we produced three different training and validation sets with increasing number of samples and sequences, respectively Fruits 2500 (2 sequences), 5000 (4 sequences) and 7500 (6 sequences).
As stated above, the remaining two sequences are used as the test bench for the detector creating a manual labelled test set of 1000 images (refereed as Fruits Test). We tested the six different resulting detectors on Fruits Test and report the result in Figure 7 and in Table II . Once again all the performance indexes increase alongside with the size of the training set, with best absolute performance obtained by SDD using the Fruits 7500 dataset. Figure 7 (c) reports an intradetector comparison between YOLO and SSD on the best and the worst class.
D. Comparision between visual SLAM and robot-based camera tracking
Aiming at the comparison between the ARS approach and what can be achieved through different kinds of camera trackers, the state-of-the-art monocular SLAM described in [23] has been exploited to track the camera on the acquired datasets, and the results are compared with the ones obtained through robot based camera tracking previously described. To this end, we use all the original Industrial training sequences to feed the visual SLAM algorithm, obtaining in this way a new version of the frame set in which the camera poses are estimated by tracking the visual features instead of measuring it through the robot.
Unfortunately, state of the art SLAM system featuring a pose optimization graph, can produce camera poses only for a subset of frames (i.e. the keyframes) much smaller than the original set.
In this specific case, the experimental compression ratio is about 1 : 30, which results in reducing the dataset dimension to about 1000 images (starting from the 36000 of the Industrial dataset). We refer with Industrial 1000 SLAM to the direct outcome of the visual SLAM algorithm, while with Industrial 1000 Robot we refer to the corresponding frames in which the camera pose is estimated through the robot kinematics. Moreover, due to the known scaling factor problem of a monocular SLAM, the estimated camera poses may be slightly different from the real one, generating a non-perfect match with the original objects and, as a consequence, misaligned annotations.
However, by using ARS we manually corrected them with the procedure described in Subsection III-D producing an additional training set called Industrial 1000 SLAM Corrected. In Figure 8 we plot precision-recall curves obtained by YOLO trained on the three training sets. The performance of original SLAM procedure is worse than the corrected counterpart that is indeed comparable to the Robot version.
E. Viewpoint Coverage
All the results reported so far show that ARS is fast and effective for the dataset creation, however, it has one additional useful side effect: for each image in the dataset we know the position of the camera with respect to each object in the scene. Thus, for each virtual box V j = { 0 T j , s j , c j } we can compute the position of the camera w.r.t. that object at the i th frame j T cami . We can express the position of the camera in the object RF in polar coordinates j p cami = j (r, θ, φ) cami (i.e. radial, azimuthal, polar) and build a 2D histogram by aggregating (θ, φ) into bins and counting the number of frames which contribute to that viewpoint. We dubbed this histogram the Viewpoints Coverage (VC) of an object in the training dataset. Figure 10 shows as heat map the histograms for object class 0 on three of the Industrial training sets presented above, with hotter colors corresponding to higher coverage, i.e. to more frames acquired from that viewpoint. On the middle histogram of Figure 10 we highlighted with a dashed circle a region with low score, i.e. a viewpoint poorly covered in the training set and thus a potential flaw in the final detector when watching the object from that vantage point in a test image. Therefore the VC representation may be used during the creation of the dataset to guide the user (or a Robot), e.g. suggesting how to acquire new sequences carrying out better trajectories. To highlight the importance of having as much object coverage as possible we define two dataset Industrial 3000/360
• (featuring only 3000 images but covering all viewpoints) and Industrial 5000/180
• (featuring 5000 images but only covering half of the possible viewpoints) considering only object class 0, with Figure 11 (a) depicting the corresponding VCs. We use those as training set for YOLO and report in Figure 11 (b) the resulting precision/recall curves for that object class. As expected, even featuring 2000 images more, Industrial 5000/180
• perform much worse due to having seen only a limited set of object appearances. In conclusion, with the Viewpoint Coverage analysis we demonstrate that methods like this are crucial to control the distribution of training data , which is much more relevant than the size of an uncontrolled dataset. In addition, in case of ARS deployed in a robotic scenario, the VC metrics could guide the robot to perform optimal trajectories to maximize the coverage of the viewpoints autonomously, or, in case of impossible trajectories, inform the user that there is a need to rearrange objects in the scene.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we demonstrated how, by using robotic vision (i.e. robotics at the service of vision and vice versa), it is possible to create systems, such as the one here presented, that use the robot itself to learn. By exploiting the dexterity of the robot, a large number of viewpoints are automatically generated for each object (as depicted in Figure 10 ), to allow the neural networks to generalize well distilling a knowledge of them. Moreover, the possibility to generate self-annotated images without human intervention allows to effortlessly collect countless environmental variations (such as light or working table color changes) thus generating robust visual perception even in unstructured environments.
By the proposed approach, two novel datasets are effortlessly created, one on electromechanical components (industrial scenario) and one on fruits (daily-living scenario). From these datasets, two state-of-the-art object detectors based on convolutional neural networks, such as YOLO and SSD, are trained robustly. The proposed approach based on ARS allows to annotate 9 sequences of about 35000 frames in less than one hour, that compared to conventional manual annotation of 1000 frames that takes us slightly more than 10 hours, results in a gain factor of about 450 considering both the time saved and the dataset dimension. From the point of view of performance in the object detection, both the precision and recall is increased by about 15% with respect to manual labelling. The proposed approach allows to embed into robots novel and more performing perception and learning capabilities at the expense of a very limited human intervention. All the software generated to implement the proposed approach is Industrial_3000 Industrial_5000 Industrial_15000 available as a ROS package in a public repository alongside with the novel annotated datasets 3 .
As a future extension of the proposed method, we will exploit the knowledge of the 6-DOF pose of objects with respect to the camera provided by the robot in each viewpoint to train more complex systems than a simple 2D detector. To this end, the approaches adopted to estimate the 3D position and orientation of objects from single 2D images reported in literature, see for example [14] , [25] , [31] , will be trained with the output provided by the ARS pipeline. This approach will enable the realization of a fully automated self-learning BinPicking system.
Another ARS extension that we plan to explore concerns the use of out of the box augmented reality toolkit offered by nowadays mobile platforms (e.g. ARKit for iOS and ARCore for Android) in order to track the camera pose while acquiring video sequences. This extension would allow quick and easy creation of a training dataset by an off-the-shelf mobile device such as a smartphone or a tablet.
